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Paint flowers with feeling!You can paint watercolors that capture the beauty and personality of
roses, peonies, zinnias and many more brilliant blooms--and achieve color more vivid than you
ever dreamed possible with watercolor. In this expanded edition of Soon Y. Warren's best-selling
book, she will help you: • Capture the unique shapes, textures, details--and temperaments--of
magnolias, hibiscus, sunflowers, bougainvillea, gladiolus, dahlias, water lilies and more. • Use
watercolor to duplicate and enhance the floral colors you see in nature, from subtle to
saturated. • Create dramatic compositions that excite your viewers. • Complement your floral
subjects with luscious surrounding textures (antique copper, smooth glass, rich fabric) and
flattering backgrounds. • Learn fun and easy techniques for underpainting, mingling and
texturing with 23 step-by-step demonstrations.Don't be a shrinking violet--express yourself with
bold watercolor florals that have as much personality as you do!

"One of the best Graphic Design books for beginners" - BookAuthority --This text refers to the
paperback edition.ReviewNamed a “Top 10 Graphic Design Book”―MasterBundles,
2021Named One of “13 Must-Read Graphic Design Books That Will Shape Your
Career”―Dribbble.com, 2021Received “One of the Best Graphic Design Books for Beginners”
Award―BookAuthority, 2020Ranked #11 of 50 on the “Essential Book Every Graphic Designer
Should Read in 2020” List―Shillington Education, 2020--This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorRenée Stevens is an interactive and immersive designer, educator, and
speaker. Her creative work focuses on innovative ways design can help overcome learning
disabilities and create more accessible and inclusive learning environments. For over a decade
she has run her own interactive design studio. You can find her teaching at the S.I. Newhouse
School of Public Communications at Syracuse University, where she is the Associate Chair of
the Visual Communications Department, overseeing the undergraduate and graduate design
programs. In 2017, she was named an Educator to Watch by GDUSA. As a speaker, she has
been invited to speak around the world. She lives in New York with her husband and two children
who keep her creating every day. You can learn more at reneestevens.design.--This text refers to
the paperback edition.Read more
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Vibrant Flowers In WatercolorRevised & ExpandedSoon Y. WarrenCincinnati, OHThank you for
purchasing this Artist Network eBook.Sign up for our newsletter and receive special offers,
access to free content, and information on the latest new releases and must-have art resources!
Plus, receive a coupon code to use on your first purchase from NorthLightShop.com for signing
up.or visit us online to sign up atContentsDedicationIntroductionGetting StartedWatercolor
PaintsPaint QualitiesPaint CharacteristicsPalettesPaperBrushesAdding Acrylics and Gold
PowderOther MaterialsWhere to WorkArt and Color TheoryColor BasicsComplementary
ColorsTemperatureValueCompositionWatercolor Tips & TechniquesMingling
ColorsGlazingChargingLight and ValueNatural Sunlight EffectsSpecial EffectsTechnique: Saving
Highlights Using Masking FluidCharacteristics of FlowersLearning the DetailsDetail
Demonstration: Creating Unusual PetalsDetail Demonstration: Portraying Thick PetalsDetail
Demonstration: Creating Buds And StemsWhat is “Leaf Green”?Detail Demonstration: Grape
LeavesDetail Demonstration: Rose LeavesDetail Demonstration: Autumn Pear LeavesDetail
Demonstration: Philodendron LeavesDetail Demonstration: African Violet LeavesDetail
Demonstration: Dewdrops On Petals And LeavesDetail Demonstration: ShadowsCreating
FlowersGladiolus: Create Warmth With YellowSaucer Magnolia: Add Dramatic
BackgroundsPeony: Capture Mood With A Blue UndertoneBougainvillea: Create Exciting
ContrastNarcissus With Glass: Use Gold Powder To Add LightYellow Rose And Copper Vase:
Depict Textures And ReflectionsCross Vine: Paint Backgrounds That GlowZinnia: Create Deep,
Saturated ColorSunflower: Develop Reflections And TextilesBanana Flower And Withered Leaf:
Add Harmony To Your BackgroundsDahlia In A Crystal Bowl: Paint Delicate Petals Against A
Dark BackgroundWater Lily: Depict Vivid Purple And GreenConclusionAbout the
AuthorAcknowledgmentsCopyrightDedicationI dedicate this book to my mother, whose love of
flowers introduced me to flowers and gardening, and to my husband, Peter, whose support and
encouragement made my lifelong dream of painting possible and enjoyable.YELLOW AND
BLUE15" × 22" (38cm × 56cm)140-lb. (300gsm) cold-press Winsor &
NewtonIntroductionUpdating this book, now titled Painting Vibrant Flowers in Watercolor, has
brought back many fond memories of the past fifteen years of my career as a watercolor artist. I
always knew I wanted to paint, but never dreamt of writing instructional books to teach those
who share my passion of painting watercolor. My goal as a teacher has remained the same: to
guide your artistic journey—sometimes with a subtle nudge and other times with less gentle
persuasion.Over the years, many acquaintances have asked how I started writing art
instructional books. My answer has always been simple and short, “I entered Splash.” Back in
2004 when I was happily painting full-time, I had the honor of having two paintings published in
Splash 8. From there I was introduced to Jamie Markle, an acquisitions editor at North Light
Books, and the rest is history.My basic thoughts and ideas about painting have slowly evolved
over the past decade. I’ve always painted using the same basic processes, but I’ve adopted a



few new methods and some different materials. I have also made a few small changes to my
palette, adding new colors and using some old colors more sparingly.One thought that has
never changed is my daily astonishment of how wonderful and awesome the watercolor medium
is! Why? Because there are no unbreakable rules in watercolor painting! To make it work for you
all you need is to understand several very basic principles and elementary techniques. Once
you’ve mastered the basics, find your own style by investing as much time as you can painting
and experimenting. Learn what is most comfortable and enjoyable for you. It is also important to
cultivate your drawing skills in order to execute outstanding representational paintings. When
you add together your drawing abilities, practice and a passion for painting, you’re well down the
path to reaching your goals.Even though there are many different painting approaches and
theories, this book concentrates on how to paint powerful floral images step by step using stress-
free methods. Drawing, washing, glazing and detailing are all easier to approach when you do a
little organizing and planning before picking up your brushes. Of course, unexpected directions,
sometimes misunderstood as mistakes, may arise and frustrate you. Just remember that from
time to time you’ll experience a first attempt at a painting that isn’t what you planned. That isn’t a
mistake—it’s an opportunity to learn and enrich your second attempt.Make painting each and
every day a priority if your goal is to grow in your artistic career. Once you start painting daily, you
will occasionally feel frustrated due to encountering what seem like insurmountable plateaus.
These are opportunities to grow however, and you will feel the great joy and satisfaction of
achievement as you progress through each new level of artistic ability. By plunging your heart
into watercolor painting, you will learn to understand the uniqueness of the medium. With that
knowledge, you can control your craft while also being spontaneous and carefree. I encourage
you, the artist, to experience the magic of artistic inspiration while painting vibrant flowers in
watercolor!CHAPTER ONEGetting StartedAll the great materials available today at reasonable
prices are a blessing and a privilege that artists often take for granted. I sometimes wonder what
I would do if I had to make all the materials myself—all of my paints, papers and brushes. If that
were the case, I wouldn’t bother making art supplies: I’d simply grab some red and black clay
and retire to a cave to paint!When I was very young, maybe six or seven years old, I didn’t have
nearly the number of clean sheets of paper and pencils that I wanted for drawing. The few
supplies I did have didn’t last long in my hands—and neither did my siblings’ supplies. Often I
resorted to drawing in the dusty ground with a stick.One childhood incident still makes me smile.
I obtained some white chalk and was quite excited to have it in my possession. I couldn’t wait to
draw on a nicer surface than the dirt, and I found the perfect “canvas”— an exterior cement wall
of my parents’ house. It was clean and smooth and practically begging for some decoration. My
bright idea was that a little art would make my mom happy; I could picture her ear-to-ear smile as
I was drawing. I also thought about how everyone who walked by would enjoy it.I spent all day
drawing on that side of the house, waiting for my mom to get home from work and admire my
wonderful creation. Alas! She was surprised all right, but with horror! I spent all evening and the
following day erasing everything I had created with a scrub brush and bucket of water.I had one



thing right, though: When you find a product that suits you, don’t hesitate to use it. All art
supplies are tools that can help you create wonderful artwork. In this chapter, I discuss the basic
tools you need to start painting. They won’t make your art career successful instantaneously, but
good tools will certainly ease the way.BABY’S BREATH25" × 39" (64cm × 99cm)200-lb.
(420gsm) cold-press ArchesWatercolor PaintsBeautiful paints are available from many different
companies. Deciding which colors best suit you and your work takes time—experience will make
you more confident with your choices. Try out as many colors as possible, but use them
selectively to create the mood you want for each painting. I cannot emphasize enough that you
learn to feel the colors instead of academically applying them. The colors on your palette should
act through you to make your paintings. Don’t be afraid of mistakes when mixing colors, even
muddy mistakes. Trial and error is the best way to get a feel for how color works.Color can bring
out many characteristics in a painting. It creates mood and conveys emotion. It also can
establish the light and dark values of the painting.Many different companies produce watercolor
paints, and each company’s colors have unique characteristics. Even colors with the same
name, such as Hooker’s Green, vary from company to company.I prefer to buy paints with good
lightfast ratings, meaning their colors stand up well to the test of time. To find this information, I
usually consult The Wilcox Guide to the Best Watercolor Paints. Paints that have the best
lightfast ratings don’t have the most brilliant colors, but I prefer them because the color will last
longer.Also, it’s usually best to invest in professional-grade paints instead of the less expensive
student- or academy-grade paints. The professional-grade pigments tend to be of finer quality
and will produce cleaner and more intense colors than the student grades. Using these finer
quality paints will give you better results in your paintings. Even if you’re a beginner, they’re worth
the extra cost. A tube of paint will last quite long, even if you paint every day.American
JourneyDaler-RowneyDa VinciGrumbacherHolbeinMaimeriBluRembrandtWinsor &
NewtonSame Name, Different Company, Different ColorsIt can be confusing, but a color from
one company will be different from a color with the same name from a different company. This
difference may be subtle or dramatic, so be careful. For example, Hooker’s Green paints from
different companies show different shades and saturations. As you gain experience, you’ll
develop a preference for colors manufactured by certain companies.WATER TO PIGMENT
RELATIONSHIPWhen you understand how watercolor pigment works with water, painting
becomes less stressful and more exciting. Think of water as the boss and watercolor pigments
as obedient servants, submissive to the water. You don’t have to use a brush to physically mix
and mingle water and pigment. Simply drop the pigment onto wet paper and the magic happens
—the water tells the pigment exactly where to go!Pigment Follows WaterPigment will always
follow water. To illustrate this, paint a swirl with clean water. Drop one color into the center of the
swirl and a different color onto the end of the swirl. Then, tilt your plywood board back and forth
until the pigments mingle as they follow the wetted area of the paper. Water does all the mixing
and mingling. No brushwork is necessary to make this swirl. Notice the pigment follows only
where you applied water at the beginning of the exercise.Personal Color ChartMake yourself a



personal color chart like this one to help you see the subtle differences in similar colors.
Whenever you purchase a new paint, add it to your chart.Wet a no. 8 round and remove any
excess water. Take some pigment from the tube by actually dipping the brush into your tube, and
create the right consistency by dabbing it on the palette. This serves the purpose of checking the
pigment’s color before applying it to your chart. Use your loaded brush to fill that color’s
designated space on the color chart. Do this for each color on your palette.When painting these
strips of color, be sure to have one end heavily diluted and the other much less so. This way,
when you start thinking about a color’s value, you can consult your color chart to see the paint’s
range of light to dark.Paint QualitiesThe qualities of the paints you choose will affect your work
almost as much as the colors themselves.TRANSPARENT VS. OPAQUE PIGMENTTransparent
pigment is color through which the paper or underlying layers of paint can be seen. This greatly
affects the look of a painting. Light is able to pass through the transparent glazes and bounce off
the white of the paper, allowing you to see multiple colors at once. For example, with a first layer
of yellow and a second of blue, the resulting color is a beautiful luminescent green. Glazing
transparent colors can create a variety of values and hues.Opaque pigments are paints that,
when applied, you can’t see through. They have varying degrees of opacity, from semiopaque to
completely opaque. You will notice that opaque colors have a slightly chalky texture when you
mix them with water on the palette. Those noticeably chalky granules are what obstruct light’s
penetration to the paper’s surface. Light bounces off the surface of the pigment, not the paper.
All you will see is the opaque color.Opaque colors feel heavier and thicker on the surface of your
paper. Incorporate them into your painting to make transparent colors appear more vivid, to
cover up minor mistakes or for final touch-ups and details.Transparent colorOpaque
colorOpaque vs. TransparentHere’s a method of testing a color for opacity or transparency. Draw
a solid, vertical half-inch black line with a permanent magic marker in the center of a piece of
paper. Paint a horizontal, solid block of the color you want to test across the black line. Opaque
colors leave a white residue on the black area after they dry. If the color intensifies the marker
without leaving a white residue, it is transparent.Transparent Color MixingOverall, transparent
mixed colors are lighter and sharper than opaque mixed colors. They feel delicate, clean and
subtle and are perfect for glazing. Transparent colors will not muddy up the glaze.Opaque Color
MixingMixing opaque colors results in beautiful, clean color, but creates a heavier, more intense
look. Opaque colors are not ideal for glazing—the chalky pigments will lift off when you glaze
over them with different colors. Also, be careful when you mix more than three hues. This
increases the chance that you will make a muddy, dull, low-intensity color.STAINING VS.
NONSTAININGSome pigments are made up of colorants that actually bond with the paper,
making them harder to remove. These are referred to as staining colors. Staining colors leave a
visible residue if you try to scrub them off your paper. They are particularly good for mixing dark
colors.Many nonstaining colors have opaque characteristics to a greater or lesser degree, but
they will not react with the paper—nonstaining paints simply leave a coating. These colors are
very easily removed from a painting. Even staining color, however, lifts off the paper’s surface



with harsh scrubbing.Try not to scrub too much; even if it’s nonstaining paint, the surface might
be disturbed or torn. Paint applied to paper that’s been overscrubbed never looks quite right,
especially on the lighter areas of your paintings.1. Aureolin (Winsor & Newton)2. Quinacridone
Gold (Winsor & Newton)3. Scarlet Lake (Winsor & Newton)4. Permanent Alizarin Crimson
(Winsor & Newton)5. Sap Green (Daler-Rowney)6. Winsor Green (blue shade) (Winsor &
Newton)7. French Ultramarine (Daniel Smith)8. Winsor Blue (green shade) (Winsor &
Newton)Nonstaining vs. StainingSome pigments actually bond to paper (staining), while others
simply leave a coat of color (nonstaining).Paint CharacteristicsDifferent paintings have different
color needs, so in addition to your main palette with the colors you use most frequently, it helps
to have secondary palettes for those colors you need but use less often. To avoid getting into a
rut with your colors, ask other artists what they use and try them out. If you own colors that are
not listed here, experiment with them on your own to understand and use them to your best
advantage.YELLOWSAureolin (Winsor & Newton)—semitransparent, warm, delicate, good for a
first wash because of its tendency toward transparency, widely used for every
occasion.Cadmium Yellow Deep (Daler-Rowney)—opaque, nonstaining, brilliant yellow, an
excellent yellow for mixing with any red hue to produce intense orange.Gamboge (American
Journey)—transparent, staining, warm, excellent for the base color of earth hues.Lemon Yellow
(Holbein)—opaque, non-staining, cool, good for last-minute touching up or covering up
mistakes, not recommended for washing.Quinacridone Gold (Winsor & Newton)—transparent,
staining, warm, easy to use right out of the tube; also can be made manually with a mixture of
Aureolin, Burnt Sienna and a little Permanent Alizarin Crimson.REDSCadmium Red Purple
(Holbein)—transparent, staining, dark and rich red, mixes well with all colors for richness; also
can be made manually with a mixture of Permanent Alizarin Crimson, Sepia and Scarlet
Lake.Permanent Alizarin Crimson (Winsor & Newton)—transparent, staining, cool, rich and dark
red, good for warm darkest dark when mixed with complementary colors such as Winsor Green
or Bamboo Green.Quinacridone Burnt Orange (Daniel Smith)—transparent, nonstaining,
beautiful color right out of the tube, mixes well with every color for richness; also can be made
from palette of Quinacridone Red, Burnt Sienna and Gamboge.Quinacridone Red (Winsor &
Newton)—transparent, staining, warm.Scarlet Lake (Winsor & Newton)—opaque, nonstaining,
warm, good local color for dark red flower petals and red subject matter.BROWNSBurnt Sienna
(Winsor & Newton)—transparent, earth color, staining, warm, mixes well with all colors.Burnt
Umber (Winsor & Newton)—transparent, earth color, staining, warm; mixes well and enriches
greens, yellows and reds.Sepia (Holbein)—transparent, dark earth color, warm, staining, darkest
dark value for shaded areas when mixed with Winsor Green and Permanent Alizarin Crimson,
creates various colors when mixed with Sap Green.VIOLETQuinacridone Violet (Daniel Smith)—
transparent, staining, cool, delicate, mixes well with red and blue; produces a delicate gray when
mixed with Gamboge, Quinacridone Gold and Aureolin.GREENSBamboo Green (Holbein)—
transparent, staining, brilliant green containing yellow; warm, clean and dark shade good for
mixing with complementary colors.Hooker’s Green (Winsor & Newton)—transparent, staining,



warm, beautiful when used by itself.Sap Green (American Journey)—transparent, staining,
warm, soft and pale green, super right out of the tube; also can be made manually with a mixture
of Hooker’s Green, Burnt Sienna and a touch of Permanent Alizarin Crimson.Winsor Green (blue
shade) (Winsor & Newton)—transparent, staining, cool, rarely used by itself because the color
looks artificial and neon (intense), excellent for mixing with complementary reds.BLUESFrench
Ultramarine (Winsor & Newton)—transparent, semi-staining, warm.Indigo (Holbein)—
transparent, staining, warm, used for deep and dark blue, excellent for making the darkest dark
shades.Prussian Blue (Daler-Rowney)—transparent, staining, cool, good all-purpose
blue.Winsor Blue (green shade) (Winsor & Newton)—transparent, staining, cool, very intense,
excellent for mixing.PalettesOnce you’ve experimented with different paints, outfit your main
palette with the colors you find yourself using the most. Setting up your palette can be a very
personal matter, but it is best to arrange the colors into meaningful groups. As with my palette
below, start with your yellow hues, then add your red hues, earth tones, green hues and blue
hues. Grouping your palette by hue makes it easier to mix the exact color you want. However you
choose to set it up, remember it’s the colors that really matter.Before you start to paint, squeeze
only as much color from the tube as you will need for your current painting session. Work with
fresh colors on your palette every time you paint—unused paint is easier on your soft brushes
and will help the tips last longer. Also, dried out pigments can lose intensity and sometimes
become gummy or grainy.The pure pigments lingering underneath your mixtures will harden
overnight or over several days. To resurrect these dried-out colors, simply run the palette under a
faucet to rinse off the previously mixed colors on top. Gentle, slow running water will leave the
partially hardened, pure paint on the palette. After rinsing, let it sit for awhile before starting to
paint—the leftover water will soften the hardened pigment. If more colors are needed at this
point, add fresh pigment to your palette.Primary PalettesYou can use old, unbreakable dinner
plates as extra palettes for your major color groups. Correl white dinner plates will not stain or
slide around your painting table the way a styrofoam plate will. Use one plate for bluish hues,
one for reddish hues, one for greenish hues and another for yellowish hues. You also can use
this type of plate for washes when using a 31⁄2-inch (89mm) hake brush.Coordinate Your ColorsIt
can help to arrange your colors in this order: yellow, red, earth color, green and blue. Notice the
cool colors, green and blue, and warm colors, yellow and red, are on opposite sides of the
palette to prevent accidental mingling. The earth colors are between the warm and cool colors.
This arrangement of colors on your palette gives you the freedom to mix slightly different colors
right next to your primary hues while painting.PaperMany different companies make watercolor
paper in a variety of weights, such as 90-lb. (190gsm), 140-lb. (300gsm), 200-lb. (425gsm), 300-
lb. (640gsm) and heavier. When referring to paper, “weight” means the weight in pounds for a
500-page ream of 22" × 30" (56cm × 76cm) sheets.The size of watercolor paper is generally
consistent from company to company. A full sheet is 22" × 30" (56cm × 76cm). You can make
half sheets yourself by cutting a full sheet into two 22" × 15" (56cm × 38cm) pieces.There are
also “blocks” of watercolor paper with all four sides of the paper glued together. These are



available in many different sizes. When you finish with the top sheet, simply peel it from the
block. Unfortunately, you lose the deckled edges when using paper blocks. If you want sizes
larger than 22" × 30" (56cm × 76cm) full sheets, you can find 29" × 41" (74cm × 104cm), 40" ×
60" (102cm × 152cm) and 44" × 30" (121cm × 9m) rolls.Choosing types of paper is a personal
preference. Get paper samples of each variety and test them to find the surface you like best.Hot
PressHot-pressed paper is smooth and slick. It’s good for very fine detail, but not suited for
multiple glazes. The pigment doesn’t always soak into the paper, so your previous layer may lift
when you apply another.Cold PressCold-pressed paper has a medium texture—not too slick,
not too bumpy. It accepts many glazes without the previous layer lifting. Cold-pressed paper is
preferable for rich and vibrant paintings, because it’s smooth enough for details but rough
enough to absorb plenty of water and color.Rough PressRough-pressed paper is bumpy and
has a rougher texture. It will absorb a large amount of water and color beautifully and is good for
bold, large subject matter that doesn’t require tremendous detail.Stretch and Mount Your
PaperApplying watercolor on dry paper will cause the paper to buckle. To minimize buckling, you
can stretch wet paper or mount dry paper on a board.To stretch wet paper on a board,
submerge the paper completely in a bathtub with cold tap water allowing it to float freely. Allow
140-lb. (300gsm) paper to soak for about 10 to 15 minutes. Let 300-lb. (640gsm) paper soak for
15 to 20 minutes. Place the wet paper on the board and staple the edges of the paper about 1 to
11⁄2 inches (3 to 4cm) between staples. Let it dry completely—one to two days—then place 1- or
2-inch (3 or 5cm) masking tape on top of the stapled edges before starting to draw or paint.To
mount dry paper on a board, create long tubes of 2-inch (5cm) masking tape, sticky side out.
Apply these tape cylinders on the back side of the paper along all four edges. Turn the paper
over and press the edges down on your board. Now you are ready to draw or paint. This
mounting method works great on any size of 300-lb. (640gsm) paper. It also works great with half
sheets of 140-lb. (300gsm) paper, 22" × 15" (56cm × 38cm) or smaller. I do not recommend this
method on full sheets of 140-lb. paper (22" × 30" [56cm × 76cm] or larger) because it will tend to
buckle.BrushesBrushes are a vital tool for artists, and choosing the right ones will make your
painting process easier, cleaner and faster. When covering a larger space, use a bigger brush to
help you cover the area quickly. For smaller areas, use smaller brushes. These make corners
and details easier to handle.I mainly use round brushes for their versatility. They hold a lot of
water and have pointy tips that can create thinner to wider brushstrokes. The brushes I prefer
that suit my painting style well are Silver Brush’s Black Velvet. You can use a size 4 or 6 for very
fine detail, an 8 or 10 for layering small to medium amounts of color, and a 12 or 16 for larger
areas of application.Large worn and dull calligraphy brushes, such as a no. 16 rounds, are useful
for loading pigment or water to cover large spaces like backgrounds. A script liner brush is great
for very thin and long lines such as the veins of a flower petal or leaf.Hake BrushesI keep various
sizes of hake brushes on hand for creating washes at the beginning of a painting. It’s best to
simultaneously work with a few different sized brushes to soften and manipulate your initial wet-
into-wet washes.Several old bristle brushes for scrubbing (any brand)Adding Acrylics and Gold



PowderWhen using multiple watercolor washes to create deep and saturated color, applying a
layer of liquid acrylic paint helps the previous watercolor layers stay on the paper. After applying
several layers of watercolor washes, the paint tends to lift off when you apply clean water and
color for the next layer. Applying a liquid acrylic wash minimizes the tendency of previous layers
of color to lift.Add acrylic layers sparingly, however, because overuse tends to produce a slick,
waterproof surface that makes finishing the painting with watercolors difficult. If you choose to
use many acrylic washes, be sure to save the areas that will need later applications of
watercolor with masking fluid.I prefer using the fluid acrylics from Golden. The liquid consistency
of the paint makes the preparation of the color simple—just thin it with water as needed. All the
colors you could want are available from Golden. However, as always, experiment with many
different brands before deciding what works best for you.BRUSHES FOR ACRYLICSUse the
same hake brushes that you use for applying watercolor washes to apply acrylic paint. However,
be sure to wash the brushes with a little dish detergent as soon as possible after the final step
before the acrylic paint dries out and ruins your brush!USING GOLD POWDERYou can
incorporate a mixture of gold powder and acrylic medium into your watercolor paintings to revive
a lost highlight within a dark area. Using gold powder can also make your composition more
interesting by creating fun patterns and shapes in an otherwise flat, boring background.
However, keep in mind that, after applying the gold powder and acrylic medium mixture, the area
becomes waterproof.The gold powder needs a binding medium to ensure that it won’t flake off
when it dries. Golden acrylic medium is what I prefer, mixed equal parts medium and water and
with the gold powder added.BRUSHES FOR GOLD POWDERUse the same no. 1 or 2 script
liner brushes for the lines and patterns as you use with watercolor paints. Be sure to rinse the
brush with dish detergent from time to time if the process of painting with the gold mixture takes
much more than an hour. You don’t want the acrylic mediums to dry in your brush.Acrylic Paint
and Medium and Gold PowderIncorporating washes of acrylic paint between layers of
watercolor will help keep the watercolor in place as more washes are added. Using a mixture of
water, acrylic medium and gold powder is a good way to lighten dark areas of a painting.Other
MaterialsHere are a few more tools every artist should have on hand.PENCILSFor drawing, use
a mechanical pencil with 0.5mm H or B graphite. This lead is soft enough not to make scratches
on the paper but dark enough so you can easily see your drawing. For transferring drawings onto
watercolor paper, use 5B to 6B pencils for darker, softer effects.ERASERSThe Design Kneaded
Rubber eraser from Sanford is good for general erasing on watercolor paper. The gummy texture
will not scratch or buff the paper. Mars Plastic erasers from Staedtler are a good choice for
erasing the sketch after finishing a painting. They are a little harder than rubber erasers and are
better for thoroughly erasing pencil lines.TRACING PAPERTracing paper is transparent and
sleek. Drawing directly onto it will make transferring your drawings to watercolor paper a snap.
Tracing paper withstands lots of erasing.MASKING FLUIDIt’s not easy to save white lines or
spots for highlights when painting watercolor, especially during the washing process. Masking
fluid can save you time and enhance the fluency of your painting.Different companies call this



product different names. Grumbacher calls it Miskit Liquid Frisket, Winsor & Newton calls it Art
Masking Fluid. I prefer the latter because it is slightly pigmented with yellow. The application is
faintly visible on white paper but does not interfere with the painting process. Don’t use your
good brushes to apply masking fluid—it dries on the brush and won’t clean out. Instead, use the
angled tip of a brush handle.Remove masking fluid after a painting is completely dry with rubber
cement pickup. To find leftover masking fluid (it’s not easily visible), run a freshly washed hand
over the painting. Masking fluid is sticky, so you’ll feel it right away.Tools of the TradeWATER
BOWLStainless steel mixing bowls work great for holding water. They’re unbreakable,
dishwasher safe, nonstaining and have a smooth rim that gently removes excess water from
your brushes. Have several bowls of water on hand as you paint. Once the first water bowl is full
of pigment, switch to the next. This way, you won’t have to keep running to the sink for clean
water and interrupting your concentration.COTTON RAGUse 100 percent cotton cloths for your
rags. Softer is better. Cotton rags absorb plenty of water and are practical and inexpensive as
well as machine washable.SPRAY BOTTLEAny bottle that sprays a fine mist will work
wonderfully for wetting large areas of your paper.CAMERAUse any digital camera that will
capture the images you like to paint. A SRL camera with a macro lens is ideal for capturing
details and photographing still-life arrangements. Take many images from all different angles,
view points and lighting directions.
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colleenm, “Excellent book. Most informative.. This artist is gifted and has much knowledge and
she is skilled at passing that knowledge to others. Well organised book with good illustrations.
All you need to know as beginner in watercolor and all you need to know to become proficient.
Buy it! Few artists share their work so openly.”

Sher, “This is a gorgeous book; her attention to detail .... This is a gorgeous book; her attention
to detail is something to aspire to. There are many color photos and step by step illustrations
with detailed explanations. It is definitely not a beginners watercolor book, but she presents so
much material, ideas and examples that I think anyone can benefit from it.As a beginner in
watercolor, I plan to do her exercises of the plant parts until I get the techniques down then do
the demonstrations in parts, at first so as not to get discouraged.”

Dolores Mccann, “Finally!. A book that REALLY explains watercolors! Explained the way they
should be. This enables me to understand opaque, transparent etc. I was looking for a book that
showed vibrant brilliant colors done in watercolor and this book meets all my expectations and
more. The great detail is a blessing too.”

WendyRoach, “Love this book. Easy to use. Inspiring.”

Alex a Reader, “Wonderous paintingd. The artistry is spectacular. Flowers make me happy.
Combine the two and you have this wonderful book. The technique is clearly detailed but it is
the sample paintings that inspire and enchant.”

Sandee Ferreira, “Painting Vibrant Flowers in Watercolor. Is one of my favorite painters and her
books and videos have been very helpful improving my painting. Turning me on to Silver Black
Velvet brushes has also helped as these brushes are fantastic..”

Irene Lorna Lawrence, “Beautiful Illustrations and instructions to colour flowers. Beautiful
Illustrations and instructions to colour flowers. Excellent instructions to paint water drops. The
photographs are breath-taking. Securely packed and arrived almost the next day. This book is
exactly as the sender described. I use it often.”

oldrocker., “Well written. Very informative. Arrived fast.. Well written. Very informative. Arrived
fast.”

Michael, “Five Stars. This new updated version is awesome...ty”

The book by Soon Y. Warren has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 67 people have provided feedback.
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